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Abstra
t
The n-p spin 
orrelation parameter Azz was measured at an energy of
68 MeV and 7 angles in the range of 22.5o − 57.3o CM with a statisti
al
a

ura
y better than 0.01.
In the measured range, Azz is most sensitive to ǫ1, the mixing parameter
of the deuteron states
2S1 and
2D1. Therefore the measurement is expe
ted
to redu
e signi
antly the un
ertainties of the phases in the energy range
below 100 MeV, when a new global Phase Shift Analysis (PSA) is per-
formed. This should help to nd a more a

urate answer to the strength
of the tensor for
e in the NN-intera
tion.
The experiment was performed in the low energy area C (NEC) of the
Paul S
herrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland.
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1 Theory
1.1 Introdu
tion
The nu
leon  nu
leon intera
tion at low energies 
an be des
ribed via the ex-

hange of mesons. Nu
leon  nu
leon potentials derived from meson theory 
on-
tain the tensor for
e term whi
h represents one of the most important parts.
The a

urate knowledge of the tensor for
e is essential for the understanding of
the stru
ture of nu
lear systems. For example the D-state of light nu
lei (A=2,3)
or the non-vanishing quadrupole moment of the deuteron are a dire
t 
onsequen
e
of the tensor for
e.
One ee
t of the tensor for
e is the mixing of states with dierent angular mo-
mentum (L = J ±1, J=total angular momentum). This mixing 
an be des
ribed
with mixing parameters ǫi in a phase-shift-analysis (PSA) of nu
leon  nu
leon
s
attering data.
The lowest order mixing parameter ǫ1, whi
h is most relevant in the energy regime
of nu
lear stru
ture 
al
ulations (
k2
F /2M ≈35MeV, kF = Fermi Momentum), de-
s
ribes the mixing between
3S1 and
3D1 states with lowest angular momentum
L=0,2 . Until today the knowledge of ǫ1 is unsatisfa
tory.
As one 
an see in gure 1 the world database on values of ǫ1 from single  energy
phase shifts does not agree with predi
tions of meson ex
hange potentials, but
the errors of the existing PSA data are too large to provide a su
ient 
onstraint.
The values of ǫ1 a given by the various modern potentials (Paris[15℄, Bonn[16℄,
Nijmegen II[17℄, Argonne v18[27℄) are lower than the world data presently avail-
able. This would indi
ate a stronger tensor for
e than given by the ts, in
parti
ular in the region between 50 and 130MeV.
An in
rease of the a

ura
y of ǫ1 is only possible with pre
ise measurements of
higher order spin observables [12℄, su
h as spin 
orrelation parameters and spin
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Figure 1: World data on ǫ1 and some predi
tions from dierent potential models
dependent total 
ross se
tions. Su
h observables are di
ult to measure, be
ause
both beam and target have to be polarized. In addition, the observables sensitive
to ǫ1 are in general also sensitive to the poorly known
1P1 phase. As shown in
the analysis by Binsto
k and Bryan [26℄ the observable most sensitive to ǫ1 is the
spin 
orrelation parameter Azz.
In gure 2 the data of former experiments [1, 19℄ at 68MeV are plotted in 
om-
parison to the result of a PSA by Henne
k[20℄. Also in
luded are the PSA results
for variations of ǫ1 by ±1
◦
and variations of
1P1±1
◦
.
The experimental data by Hammans[19℄ in the ba
kward angular range show
small errors be
ause at ba
kward angles the energy of the re
oil proton is large
enough to es
ape the target so the proton 
an be dete
ted. But the inuen
e of
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Figure 2: Azz from a PSA by Henne
k and data of previuos experiments. Also
shown is the angular range (CM) of the present experiment
1P1 on the value of Azz is strongest in this area and is of the same order as the
potential variations of ǫ1. This 
orrelation limits the a

ura
y by whi
h ǫ1 
an
be determined from su
h a measurement.
The forward angular range 
overed by the data of Zihlmann[1℄ should allow for
a more a

urate determination of Azz be
ause in this range the inuen
e of
1P1
nearly disappears. Espe
ially at s
attering angles from 40
◦
to 80
◦
deg in the 
enter
of mass (CM) a variation of ǫ1 shows a larger ee
t upon the value of Azz.
However, from the experimental point of view, data in the forward angular range
are not as easy to measure. In the forward angle range, the energy of the proton
is too small to let the photon es
ape from the target. Therefore every experiment
in the forward angular range has to dete
t the neutron. Dete
ting the neutron
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is only possible by an indire
t pro
ess, be
ause most dete
tion methods require
a 
harged parti
le, that is able to ionize or ex
ite the dete
tor material. In the
experiment of Zihlmann the dete
tion of the neutron was done in a dete
tor

onsisting of an array of plasti
 s
intillators.
In addition, the dierential 
ross se
tion for s
attering from
12
C and
16
O in the
(typi
al Butanol) target in
reases in the angular range to a value of up to 100
times the one for hydrogen s
attering. These two experimental problems in-

rease the ba
kground and 
ompli
ate the identi
ation of the interesting events.
While the data from Zihlmann in the forward angular range (40
◦
-60
◦
CM) seem
to 
onrm the Azz values derived from the PSA, they 
an not pla
e restri
tive

onstraints on ǫ1.
Due to progress in developing a polarizable target that 
onsists of a pie
e of
s
intillating plasti
, it is now possible to extend the range of pre
ise experimental
data to the very forward angular range.
A s
intillating target allows one to dete
t the re
oil proton within the target and
perform a 
oin
iden
e measurement between the signal from the target and a
neutron dete
tor pla
ed in the desired angular range. With su
h a 
oin
iden
e
it should be possible to eliminate  or at least identify and subtra
t in a later
analysis  the ba
kground. This experiment was only possible with the introdu
-
tion of this target type (des
ribed in se
.10 p.13) and the work performed for this
thesis also 
ontributed to the target development (des
ribed in se
.2.1 p.6).
1.2 Formalism
For spin
1/2 on spin
1/2 s
attering the formalism des
ribed in appendix A is
extended so that the initial state, whi
h is des
ribed by the density matrix, now

onsists of a produ
t of the density matri
es for beam and target. Its 
onstituents
are permutations of produ
ts of the polarization and the spin (Pauli matri
es) of
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beam and target in the 3 spatial dire
tions (x,y,z)
ρi = ρbeam ⊗ ρtarget =
1
4
∑
j,k=x,y,z
pbjp
t
kσ
b
jσ
t
k (1)
with the upper indi
es b = beam and t = target. The dierential 
ross se
tion
is proportional to the tra
e of the nal density matrix.
dσ
dΩ
∝ Tr(ρf) (2)
It 
onsists of a sum of produ
ts of beam and target polarizations and the spin

orrelation parameters. One of them is the term Azz we are interested in.
dσ
dΩ
=
dσ0
dΩ
(1 + pbyA
b
y + p
t
yA
t
y + · · ·+ p
b
zp
t
zAzz) (3)
When beam and target are polarized in z- or in-ight-dire
tion the other terms
disappear and there is only one remaining
Spin parallel:
dσ
dΩ
(↑↑) =
dσ
dΩ
(↓↓) =
dσ0
dΩ
(1 + pbzp
t
zAzz) (4)
Spin antiparallel:
dσ
dΩ
(↓↑) =
dσ
dΩ
(↑↓) =
dσ0
dΩ
(1− pbzp
t
zAzz) (5)
When solving the equations for Azz one obtains the relation to the asymmetry
measurement of 
ross se
tions for the dierent spin states
measured asymmetry =
dσ
dΩ
(↑↑)− dσ
dΩ
(↓↑)
dσ
dΩ
(↑↑) + dσ
dΩ
(↓↑)
= pbzp
t
zAzz (6)
For the experimental analysis, the equation 
an be expressed by an asymmetry
of 
ounted events
measured asymmetry =
N(↑↑)−N(↑↓)
N(↑↑) +N(↑↓)
= pbzp
t
zAzz (7)
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2 Target development
2.1 Target
As mentioned in the introdu
tion, a former experiment [1℄ in the angular range
of 40
◦
 93.5
◦
CM indi
ated that the forward angular range be
omes extremely
sensitive to neutron
arbon s
attering. In the region of 46
◦
lab  19
◦
lab the dier-
ential 
ross se
tion for n
12
C s
attering rises from 5 to 500mb/sr, 
ompared to
a rise from 20 to 40mb/sr for nHydrogen s
attering. Thus one expe
ts that it
will be hard or nearly impossible to measure with a similar setup as used in [1℄
at the very forward s
attering angles. Only an experiment with the possibility to
identify and separate n
12
C and nHydrogen s
attering 
an provide signi
ant
data for Azz.
Together with the polarized target group of PSI
1
, the development of a so 
alled
a
tive polarizable proton target, made from polarizable plasti
 s
intilators, be
ame
the rst and most important part of this experiment. During the preparation of
the setup  in
luding several beam times at PSI  we started target tests with
the Co
k
roft-Walton a

elerator in the Institute of Physi
s in Basel.
2.2 A
tive proton target
The goal for the present experiment was to develop a 18mm × 18mm × 5mm3
polarizable plasti
 s
intillator to be used as an a
tive target.
This target 
onsists of a Bi
orn BC400 s
intillator material, treated with TEMPO
(based on dierent types of 2,2,6,6  methyl  piperidine  1  oxyl: C9H18NO /
C11H20NO3 / C12H21N2O2, see [24℄) whi
h 
ontain a free radi
al. This 
hemi
al
solution is a dark brown liquid. After testing several methods in produ
ing the
target without destroying the s
intillation properties or the polarization 
apa
ity,
1
Paul S
herrer Institute, Villigen, Switzerland
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Figure 3: Sample of the polarizable a
tive target and the NMR 
oil, mounted on
the lower end of the PSI dilution refrigerator [18℄
the preparation by dissolving the s
intillator, adding the free radi
al and press-
ing the resulting 0.1mm lms at temperatures of 100
◦
C to 130
◦
C (the various
produ
tion trials and results 
an be found at [21℄) turned out to be best. The
resulting slightly brown solid blo
k of 18mm × 18mm × 5mm3 was polished to
get surfa
es with better light ree
tion.
This solid blo
k 
an be polarized by dynami
 polarization. This is done in a strong
magneti
 eld (∼ 2.5T) whi
h denes the polarization dire
tion, by indu
ing with
mi
rowave radiation spin-ips of the protons; this is done at ∼23K as des
ribed
in [5℄ and [18℄.
The target was glued to a 
rystal shtail atta
hed to a 100
m plasti
 light guide
with a diameter of 12mm. On top of the light guide a photomultiplier re
ords
the transmitted light. The photomultiplier is shielded against the magneti
 eld
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with a 
over of µ-metal.
2.3 Test setup
An in
oming
3
He beam with an energy of 1.34MeV hits a deuterium gas 
ham-
ber with a length of 18
m. After passing the 2µm Al foil entran
e window the
remaining energy of the
3
He is around 1MeV. Depending on the pla
e of the
D(3He, p)4He- rea
tion, the proton energy is 18.5  19.5MeV. After passing the
exit window, a 300µm Al foil, we have a proton energy of ∼ 18MeV. To redu
e
the energy to ∼ 3MeV, whi
h is the minimum energy used in the experiment at
PSI, we pla
e an undoped BC400 s
intillator with a thi
kness of 3mm in front,
6
m from the exit of the gas 
hamber. This s
intillator also provides the start
signal for the ele
troni
s.
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Figure 4: Setup for the target tests
Above the s
intillator, a short (10
m) light guide with a photomultiplier on the
topside is mounted. In the ba
k, at a distan
e of 15
m, is pla
ed the test sample
with a 1m light guide and a photomultiplier at the end. The setup for the test
sample with the 1m light guide is similar to the one used in the experiment
later. The light guide is a plasti
 tube with a diameter of 12mm. The 
oupling
between light guide and sample is done by a shtail like plasti
 to 
hange between
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the re
tangular sample and the 
ir
ular light guide. The target 
hamber was
eva
uated and at room temperature.
area
A
m
pl
ifi
er
W20ns
W20ns
300ns
W 
W 25ns
W 25ns
ADCs Gate ADCs
Master
TDC start
TDC stop
CoincBusy
CFDLin Fan
426F 934
Scintillator 1
experimental
10x
10x
Scintilator 2
Figure 5: Ele
troni
s setup for the target tests
The front s
intillator was not only used to de
elerate protons to the desired
energy range, but also to suppress ba
kground. The ele
troni
 setup uses the
signal the two s
intillators in 
oin
iden
e. S
intillator 1 gives the start signal,
opening a gate of 300ns for the ele
troni
s and a gate of 25ns for the ADC and
TDC a

eptan
e. S
intillator 2 provides the stop signal for the TDC.
2.4 Target tests
Test measurements in
lude a 
alibration measurement with an untreated BC400
s
intillator of the same dimensions as the target samples. All sample measure-
ments were 
ompared with this referen
e. With the des
ribed setup it was possi-
ble to test various targets under the same 
onditions as used in the experiment.
The target with the best time and energy resolution was sele
ted for the experi-
ment.
While developing the target setup, tests with 
oated light guides were also 
arried
out, in order to improve the internal ree
tion of the s
intillation light at the
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surfa
e of the light guide in dire
tion towards the photomultiplier and in
rease
the light output. It turned out that this 
oating - bla
k paint and aluminum -
absorbs more light than an un
oated light guide within a polished tube. This is
mainly be
ause one 
an not avoid the surfa
e being s
rat
hed while inserting the
light guide in the tube. The light that is dira
ted to the outside of the 
oating
is not able to be ree
ted ba
k inside, so this part of the s
intillator light is lost.
In the nal experimental setup the inner surfa
e of the steel tube was polished
and the light guide left untreated.
TDC vs. ADC
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Figure 6: Referen
e and sample used in August experiment
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3 Experiment
3.1 Experimental setup
This experiment is a so 
alled double-polarization experiment whi
h means that
both beam and target are polarized. The experiment makes use of the low energy
experimental hall C (NEC) at PSI. The atomi
 ion sour
e [6℄ produ
es transver-
sally polarized protons whi
h are inje
ted into the Phillips Cy
lotron and a

el-
erated to a beam energy of 71MeV. The radio frequen
y is 50.6 MHz. Thus every
20 ns a beam bun
h is extra
ted.
n−Beam 
Collimator
Faraday
Cup
LD2
n
Target
Liquid  H  −2
C12
Magnet
Bending−
Proton−
p
Polarized p−
TargetSolenoid
Spin−Rotating
Dipole− Magnet
Polarimeter
Scintilator
Timing
H(p,n)pp2
Neu
tron
−
Det
ecto
r
n
y
x
z
Figure 7: Experimental setup at PSI (NEC)
When the beam enters the hall, the polarization of the beam is measured with a
12
C polarimeter (see se
tion on proton polarization p.17) and the time stru
ture
is measured with a timing s
intillator pla
ed 30
◦
below the beam line.
In a right handed 
oordinate system with the z-axis parallel to the beam dire
tion
the spin of the proton beam is parallel to the y-axis. This is the spin orientation
when entering the hall and when passing the
12
C polarimeter.
After the last bending magnet, the magneti
 eld of a spin rotating solenoid turns
the proton spin of the beam from the y to the x dire
tion orthogonal to the beam
dire
tion. Then the beam hits a liquid deuterium target of 1
m thi
kness and 2
m
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y
x
z
seen from
the top
orientation
after solenoid after dipole magnet
parallel to dipole
magnetic fields
from ion source,
n
s5.6   105
n−Beam
33%
68MeV
2.8 µA
71%
71MeV
p−Beam
Polarisation
Intensity
Energy
Figure 8: Average spin and beam properties at the NEC (PSI)
diameter [25℄. Here the neutron beam is produ
ed via the
2H(~p, ~n)pp rea
tion at
zero degrees. Right in front of the target a se
ondary ele
tron emission monitor
(SEM) is pla
ed. It 
onsists of a set of 4 havar foils whi
h 
over the left, right,
upper and lower halves of the beam 
ross se
tion, leaving a gap of 2×2mm. If the
beam moves out of the 
enter, one or two of the foils dete
t an in
reased 
urrent.
With this information a feedba
k loop program uses the steering magnet before
the SEM to 
ompensate until the 
urrents are equal. The dipole magnet behind
the deuterium target has two fun
tions: on the one hand it bends the remaining
protons to the Faraday 
up to measure the beam 
urrent; on the other it turns
the neutron spin from the x to the z (inight) dire
tion (see [4℄ for a detailed
dis
ussion). After the liquid deuterium target a brass 
ollimator of 1.5m length
redu
es (see [25℄ for a detailed dis
ussion) the neutron beam to a 2
m spot when
hitting the polarized a
tive target.
3.2 A
tive Target Setup
At a distan
e of 3m downstream of the neutron target, the proton target topload-
ing 
ryostat 
ontaining the a
tive target is pla
ed. It 
onsists of the target
holder, in
luding all required supplies for 
ooling, mi
rowave, NMR and a set
of Helmholtz 
oils to generate a magneti
 eld for the target. The 
onstru
tion
is des
ribed in [18℄.
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Figure 9: Brass 
ollimator used in NEC (PSI)
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Figure 10: Target s
hemati
 drawing and photograph of setup
After rea
hing the highest polarization the target polarization is frozen by low-
ering the temperature to ∼ 100mK by using a 3He  4He dilution refrigerator
as des
ribed in [18℄. At this temperature the magneti
 eld 
an also be lowered
to a less strong holding eld and the mi
rowave generator 
an be swit
hed o,
as des
ribed in [22℄ and [23℄. At the temperature of 90mK and a holding eld
of 0.4T the relaxation time of the target is 70h; when using 0.8T the relaxation
time is in
reased to 240h [21℄.
The target polarization is measured every 10min with a NMR 
oil wound around
3 EXPERIMENT 14
the target s
intillator (as 
an be seen in gure 3) and rea
hes the average values
mentioned in table 7. From the integral over the NMR signal, the target group

an 
al
ulate the target polarization when using the thermal polarization (no
mi
rowaves) for 
alibration. The errors of the polarization determination are
mainly due to the systemati
 un
ertainty of the temperature measurement at
su
h low temperatures.
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Figure 11: S
hemati
 drawing of the neutron dete
tor, top and side view.
3.3 Neutron Dete
tor
The neutron dete
tor 
onsists of 20 plasti
 s
intillator bars (50cm×10cm×10cm)
arranged in 5 
olumns and 4 rows, ea
h of them with PMs on both sides. In
other experiments with 
harged parti
les at the MAMI a

elerator in Mainz,
the time dieren
e between the signals of the upper and lower PM is used to
extra
t the verti
al position of the event. But in the present experiment the
position information was not used. In front of the bars, there are 9 thin (1
m)
s
intillators, whi
h are used as veto for 
harged parti
les.
The dete
tor is surrounded by a lead house of 2 layers with 5
m thi
kness ea
h
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and a total weight of 10tons. The house has an entran
e window fa
ing the target,
whi
h 
an be 
losed by thin lead plates when used in other experiments at higher
energies. In the present experiment with low energy neutrons and protons it was
not ne
essary to use this shielding. In addition, the ba
k is left open for better
handling of the 
ables, but shielded with a 
on
rete blo
k.
3.4 Positioning
The target is pla
ed on top of a stand that is s
rewed to the hall oor. This is
a permanent installation at the NEC and has been surveyed with an a

ura
y of
about 1mm. With a set of three s
rews the stand 
an be adjusted in the verti
al
dire
tion to an a

ura
y of 1mm. Then the 
ryostat housing is pla
ed on top of
the stand and the target s
intillator turned to fa
e the neutron dete
tor.
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  









Target
Position 1
Position 2
Neutrondetector
Position 1:
Position 2: March
August
Experiment
November
Experiment
Experiment
16.8° 22.5°
Figure 12: Position of the neutron dete
tor for the dierent run times
The beam line is at a height of 156
m above the hall oor. The 
enter of the
target and the neutron dete
tor is mounted at this height. In 3 experimental runs
the neutron dete
tor is pla
ed at a distan
e of 200
m from the target at 2 
enter
angles: 16.8
◦
lab (August 1998 and November 1998) and 22.5
◦
lab (Mar
h 1999) as
shown in gure 12, with overlapping angular range. With this arrangement we

over a total range of 7 angles from 28
◦
lab to 11
◦
lab (56
◦
CM to 22
◦
CM).
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At the 16.8
◦
lab angle, the innermost edge of the dete
tor lead shielding is ∼10
m
away from the beam line. At this distan
e the beams spot has a diameter of 4
m.
3.5 Ele
troni
s setup
In this experiment we need to handle 49 signals from the neutron dete
tor, 1 from
the target and 5 signals from the usual setup in NEC ( 2×polarimeter, timing
s
intillator, Faraday 
up, a

elerator RF).
For ea
h event, the in
oming signals are treated in two ways: on one hand they
are used for the determination of the energy and on the other hand for the
measurement of the time. In addition a trigger signal is generated.
Bar1−up
Bar −down1
∆ E
Discr.
retime
Discr.
retime
Target
RF
FC
Scaler
Scaler
TDC−stop
TDC−stop
ADC
ADC
ADC
TDC−stop
TDC−stop
20Or Bar ...Bar2
Scaler
Scaler
Master−trigger
TDC start
ADC−gate (n−det.)
ADC−gate (target)
Veto−
busy
Fan
Fan
Fan
Discr.
Discr.
Fan Discr.
Discr.
Discr.
Discr.
ADC
Scaler
Scaler
Scaler
IO
Fan
Figure 13: Ele
troni
s setup
First the in
oming signal is distributed with a linear fan to an analog-to-digital

onverter (ADC) and a dis
riminator module. The ADC integrates the signal
amplitude whi
h is proportional to the energy deposited in the plasti
. The other
output of the fan is fed into a 
onstant fra
tion dis
riminator (CFD), whi
h

reates a logi
 signal with a time independent of the signal amplitude. The
dis
riminator output provides signal for a s
aler, the time-to-digital 
onverter
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(TDC) stop signal, a se
ond dis
riminator and a 
oin
iden
e with the neutron
dete
tor.
At this point the dete
tor and the target signals are treated a little dierently.
For ea
h bar of the neutron dete
tors a 
oin
iden
e of the upper and lower PM is
performed. A logi
al OR 
ombines all bars to one neutron dete
tor trigger signal.
Now this signal and the logi
 signal of the target are fed to a logi
al AND to dete
t
the targetdete
tor 
oin
iden
e, whi
h allows to suppress most of the ba
kground.
The output signal is fed into a 
oin
iden
e unit together with the 
y
lotron RF
whi
h denes the timing of the output signal. The output is used for the TDC
start, a s
aler and for the master trigger. A 
omputer-busy is taken into a

ount
to reje
t events while the ele
troni
s is busy.
An additional dis
riminator in all signal lines gives a re-timing of the event, to
provide the ADC gates at proper time. These gates are 42ns wide for the neutron
dete
tor and 50ns for the target. While every 20ns a beam bun
h rea
hes the hall,
it is possible that events from a previous or following beam bun
h are a

epted
a

identally as shown in gure 16.
The signals from the 9 ∆E s
intillators in front of the neutron dete
tor are a
-

epted and given to an ADC and s
aler but not taken into a

ount in the logi


hain.
3.6 Proton polarization
The proton beam polarization was measured using a
12
C polarimeter with a
200µm 
arbon foil and 2 NaI dete
tors lo
ated at 44◦. At this angle the analyzing
power for the
12
C(~p,p)12C elasti
 s
attering is maximal[7℄[8℄ and known with a
pre
ision of ±0.1%.
The signals of the NaI 
rystal dete
tors are amplied and 
ombined with a pulser
signal. This is re
orded by an ADC the output of whi
h is stored within a
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Borer-Buer module. The pulser is also fed into a s
aler, and used to 
orre
t
for dead time of the ele
troni
s. In addition, the s
aler signal 
an be used as a
normalization of the spe
trum.
Pulser
Spin 0
Scaler
Scaler
Spin1
Na−I right
Amplifiers ADC’s Borer− Buffers
Na−I left
Figure 14: Polarimeter ele
troni
 setup
The BorerBuers generate an ADC spe
trum whi
h allows to dis
riminate be-
tween the
12
C ground state and the ex
ited states. For the following only the
elasti
 s
attering rate is used. Due to the spin  orbit 
oupling there is an asym-
metry in the s
attering to the left and the right dete
tor
The analysis uses the so 
alled super ratio method to avoid ee
ts 
aused by beam
asymmetries
P~p · Ay =
α− 1
α + 1
with α =
N↑l ·N
↓
r
N↓l ·N
↑
r
(8)
and Ay = 0.9864± 0.0010
The resulting proton polarization 
al
ulated by this method is the average of the
two polarization states (P~p ↑ and P~p ↓). As one 
an see in the histograms gure
19 the overall variation of the beam polarization is in the range of 2-3%. But
within a run set the variation is less than 1%, so I 
an assume an average beam
polarization for every run-set.
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As shown in the se
tion about 
orre
tions page 26 there is a dieren
e between
intensity of the proton beams for the two polarization states. When looking at
the spe
tra of one polarimeter dete
tor gure 15 one observes a slight shift in the
peak position. This shift appears at the November and Mar
h beam times, but
not in August. The ee
t of this shift is the reason for a 
orre
tion introdu
ed
on page 27
Figure 15: Polarimeter spe
tra for August, November and Mar
h beam time.
P~p ↑ (bla
k) and P~p ↓ (red) of the same dete
tor
3.7 Neutron polarization
The neutron produ
tion fa
ility is a permanent installation in the NEC whi
h
was used for several years by our group. It in
ludes a liquid deuterium target
where the neutrons are produ
ed by the breakup rea
tion d(~p, ~n)pp at 0◦. The
neutron spe
trum at 0
◦
is almost mono energeti
 [10℄ and the spin transfer is of
the order of 50% but dependent on the energy of the neutron [11℄.
The spin transfer ratio of the breakup rea
tion at the energy range of this ex-
periment (around 70MeV) was 
alibrated to a high pre
ision in [3℄, [2℄. For this
experiment at a proton enery of 71MeV the value is Ky′y = 0.4575± 0.0051.
The polarization of the neutron beam is 
al
ulated via:
P~n = K
y′
y · P~p (9)
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4 Analysis
4.1 Data analysis
The main information on the s
attering events is 
ontained in the target TDC
and ADC spe
tra. These data are used to obtain the 
ount rates for the analysis.
Be
ause of the 
oin
iden
e setup of this experiment (see ele
troni
s setup p.16),
the analysis is mainly based on the TOF signals of the neutron dete
tor in relation
to the signal from the target. With this information it is possible to identify mu
h
of the ba
kground and a

idental events as shown in gure 17. In addition, most
of the ba
kground is suppressed by the hardware 
oin
iden
e leading to a mu
h
better signal to ba
kground ratio than in the usual single arm experiment.
beambunches
previous
real target signal
pulser
C
ou
nt
s
tTDC (channels)
Raw traget tdc spectra
pulser
Raw target adc spectra
tADC (channels)
C
ou
nt
s (
log
−s
ca
le)
pedestal
Figure 16: Raw target spe
tra
In order to identify n-p elasti
 s
attering events the rst 
ut is done on the veto
dete
tors to eliminate 
harged parti
les. Next is the 
ut on the target TDC
(gure 16 left), whi
h sele
ts the time of ight from the a

elerator to the target
and the 
ut of lower 
hannels of the target ADC (gure 16 right), whi
h redu
es
ele
troni
 noise and low energeti
 ba
kground.
The most important information is the time-of-ight between target and neutron
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Figure 17: Target TDC versus time-of-ight for one bar of the neutron dete
tor
dete
tor. Here we 
an 
ut in a two-dimensional time histogram of target versus
ea
h neutron dete
tor bar.
Figure 17 shows a two dimensional plot of target time versus time of ight be-
tween target and one neutron dete
tor bar. In this histogram one 
an identify
the desired s
attering information, marked as 3, and separate it from a

idental
events, marked as 1 (same beam bun
h) and 2 (previous beam bun
h). Also n-p
elasti
 s
attering from slower neutrons, marked as 4 and the problemati
 n
12
C
s
attering, marked as 5, 
an be identied. The remaining ba
kground under the
signal peak (3), whi
h 
omes mainly from the a

identials marked as (1), is less
than 30% of the real signal and 
an be extra
ted as will be dis
ussed on page 28.
When summing up the events in the target ADC with respe
t to an angular row
of the neutron dete
tor we obtain the 
ount rates for ea
h angle, while the raw
target ADC spe
trum gure 16 is separated in the ve spe
tra as shown in gure
18.
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[co
un
ts]
[channels]Energy
22.8°
28.6°
34.2°
45.8°
39.9°
target ADC, cut on different angular columns
Figure 18: Target ADC with 
ut on dierent angles of the neutron dete
tor
4.2 Beam polarization
As mentioned in the s
hemati
 overview of the experimental setup, the in
oming
beam is a y-dire
tion polarized proton beam. The proton spin is turned into the
x-dire
tion using a solenoid with a magneti
 eld in z-dire
tion. The orientation
of the eld 
an be swit
hed to in ight or against ight dire
tion. This is done
several times during the experiment to 
an
el systemati
 asymmetries. So we
have a set of 
ombinations des
ribing the magneti
 eld dire
tion of solenoid and
target. These 
ombinations give a total of 13 sets whi
h are listed in table 6. If,
in the following, a run set or data set is mentioned, refer to this table.
The in
ident spin dire
tion of the sour
e is swit
hed every 3 se
onds. This swit
h-
ing is part of the polarization measurement and the extra
tion of the Azz asym-
metry, but does not 
ount in this table.
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The average proton beam polarization is measured for every run as des
ribed on
page 17. There are some u
tuations during the experiment as 
an be seen in
gure 19, but they are small and within a set of runs usually less than 1%.
Figure 19: Proton beam polarization for all beam times
These average polarizations are multiplied with the spin transfer ratio for the
d(~p, ~n)pp rea
tion at 0◦ as mentioned at page 19 to 
al
ulate the neutron polar-
ization.
So the average polarizations for the several beam times are as follows
Exp.Run ~p Pol. ±∆ (%) ~n Pol. ±∆ (%)
August 98 65.5±0.1 30.1±0.15
November 98 70.5±0.1 32.5±0.15
Mar
h 99 71.7±0.1 33.2±0.15
Table 1: Average beam polarizations for the dierent experimental runs
The individual polarizations that are used for ea
h run set in the analysis are
listed in table 7 in the appendix.
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4.3 Target polarization
The relative polarization of the target is measured every 10min via the response
of a NMR probe. The un
ertainty of the temperature measurement is the main
error of the determination of the absolute target polarization.
Figure 20: Target polarization for all beam times
The target is driven in the so 
alled spin-frozen-mode. Thus the polarization is
very stable over a long period of time. But as one 
an see from the histograms
gure 20 there are some variations over the whole experiment due to ne tuning
of the target 
rew and due to the polarization dire
tion 
hanges. On a long time
s
ale there is a 
ontinuously in
reasing polarization, but the polarization does
not 
hange signi
antly during most runs or only in a very small range.
Therefore an average polarization for every run set 
an be taken. This is shown
in table 7 in the appendix. Beam polarization is also in
luded.
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4.4 Neutron energy Distribution
As show in [25℄ the value for the spin transfer fa
tor Kyy of the neutron produ
tion
rea
tion d(~p, ~n)pp at 0◦ depends on the energy of the outgoing neutron beam.
Figure 21: Experimental (bla
k) and simulated (red) spe
tra for the 3 beamtimes
These values are measured to a very high a

ura
y in [3℄ and 
an be used to 
orre
t
all experiments with a similar setup. This has been done and the theoreti
al

al
ulations for the same setup as used in this experiment are dis
ussed in [4℄.
The energy range of the 3 beamtimes for this experiment are in the same range
and use the same targets. So one has to perform a Monte Carlo simulation with
the values for ea
h setup and 
ompare the experimental target time spe
tra with
the simulated ones as shown in gure 21. When applying the same 
uts to the
simulated spe
tra, one obtains the Kyy values relevant for this experiment.
Also the spin rotation in the magneti
 eld right after the neutron produ
tion
target is energy dependent. The maximum for the polarization distribution is in
the experimental energy range, but one has to 
al
ulate the inuen
e to the nal
polarization.
WFor the 
ondition of the present experiment the results of these 
al
ulations
are given in table 2 page 26.
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Experiment Kyy δpx δpz
August 98 -0.413296 -0.018076 -0.999715
November 98 -0.415216 -0.017189 -0.999728
August 99 -0.414639 -0.017325 -0.999726
Table 2: Average Spin transfer and polarization distribution
4.5 False asymmetry 
orre
tions
Be
ause the values of the asymmetry are small as 
ompared to the overall sum
of the rates, false asymmetry 
orre
tions are very important in this experiment.
These 
on
ern mainly 
orre
tions for systemati
 shifts and dieren
es between
the two polarization states of the beam.
To redu
e su
h false asymmetries the beam polarizations swit
hes every 3 se
onds.
The solenoid eld is also 
hanged during the experiment to swit
h the orientation
when turning the spin from y- to x-dire
tion. In addition, the target spin dire
tion
is 
hanged at least on
e per experiment runtime. Not more often, be
ause it takes
about 1216h to swit
h from one maximum to the other.
First, the dead time of the ele
troni
s, whi
h depends on the intensity of the
beam, has to be 
orre
ted for. It is dened by
corrd =
d(↑)− d(↓)
d(↑) + d(↓)
with d = 1−
trigger
pretrigger
(10)
with the trigger signals des
ribed in the ele
troni
s setup (page 16) and an ele
-
troni
ally generated trigger as referen
e.
Also the Faraday 
up, whi
h is insensitive to beam position shifts, is 
ompared
with the target trigger, whi
h gives an estimate about asymmetries from the
beam whi
h are 
alled false-asymmetries.
corrfalse =
pf(↑)− pf(↓)
pf(↑) + pf(↓)
with pf =
protontrigger
FaradayCup
(11)
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In addition there is an other point in the experimental setup, where we 
an

ompare beam asymmetries. This is the timing s
intillator (tis
i) lo
ated behind
the 
arbon polarimeter. Usually this signal is used to optimize the width of the
beam bun
h. The signal is generated by elasti
 s
attering on the 
arbon foil
as mentioned on page 22 and 
olle
ted in 2 Borer buer spe
tra, inter
hanged
by the polarization swit
h of the sour
e. Be
ause the beam is polarized in y-
dire
tion and the dete
tor is lo
ated in y-plane, there is no asymmetry due to
the polarization state. So we 
an 
al
ulate
corrtisci =
tf(↑)− tf(↓)
tf(↑) + tf(↓)
with tf =
∑
tisci
FaradayCup
(12)
The average 
orre
tion values are shown in table 3.
The largest 
orre
tions result from dead time and the tis
i beam 
orre
tion. The
dead time 
orre
tion is independent of polarization states, so it represents an
overall 
orre
tion for all data. The 
orre
tion from tis
i and false are dependent
on the polarization of the beam and therefore they ae
t the asymmetry. One
also realizes, that the false asymmetry is small, but the tis
i 
orre
tion is in the
same order as the dead time. So it is not negligible.
Figure 22: Corre
tions for the various beam times: 
orrfalse and 
orrtisci
One possible origin of the false asymmetry is a problem with the beam steering
before the liquid deuterium target, be
ause the 
orre
tion based on the false
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asymmetry is small, whi
h means the FC sees more or less the same amount
of beam for both polarization states, while the tis
i observes a bigger rate in
one polarization state. So one may suspe
t a 
hange in the form of the beam
spot when swit
hing from one state to the other and a partial loss of beam
on a 
ollimator. This problem 
ould be resolved by using the information of
the se
ondary ele
tron emission monitor (SEM), whi
h has been done with the
feedba
k loop program mentioned at page 12.
Experiment Value (%)
Run corrd corrfalse corrtisci
August 98 1.10±0.05 0.10±0.008 0.5±0.01
November 98 1.80±0.06 0.10±0.008 1.5±0.04
Mar
h 99 3.70±0.12 0.06±0.003 1.8±0.05
Table 3: Corre
tion values
The other possibility would 
on
ern a problem with the ion sour
e itself, i.e. a

hange of beam 
urrent depending on the polarization state. As pointed out in
the proton polarization se
tion page 17 this seems to be the 
orre
t hypothesis.
But in this 
ase it is not possible to 
orre
t in the beam line during the experiment
 like the beam adjustment based on the SEM information mentioned above 
but by the 
orre
tion 
al
ulated in table 3 when analyzing the data. Be
ause the
false 
orre
tion is in
luded in tis
i, the 
orre
tions applied on the experimental
data are the deadtime and tis
i 
orre
tion.
4.6 Ba
kground
As one 
an see in gure 17 the remaining ba
kground 
omes from a

idental
(labeled as 1) events right under the peak (labeled as 3). Analysis shows that
this ba
kground is uniform over the whole range (1) and unpolarized.
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[channels]
[co
un
ts]
tADC, cut on angle 4
raw spectra
calculated background
cuts
Figure 23: Target ADC, Angle 4 with ba
kground
To des
ribe the shape of the ba
kground, 
uts on the ba
kground 50 
hannels
left and right of the signal peak (labeled as 3) summed and s
aled to the rst 50

hannels of the histograms were used for the analysis. Then a t is performed
and the resulting ba
kground subtra
ted.
The spe
tra (gure 23) in
lude the sum of both polarization states, the ba
k-
ground and a t of the ba
kground. With the overall and the ba
kground-
subtra
ted (redu
ed) spe
tra one 
an 
al
ulate the ratio
corrbg =
Ntot
Nred
(13)
With this result the asymmetry is 
orre
ted by using
asym =
N(↑↑)−N(↑↓)
N(↑↑) +N(↑↓)
· corrbg (14)
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This method minimizes statisti
al errors whi
h is important be
ause of the small
value of the asymmetry. The 
orrbg is 
al
ulated for every run set and every
angle. The resulting 
orre
tion values for every angle and run set are listed in
table 8.
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5 Results
After applying all 
orre
tions, summing up the events and using equation (7),
Azz is extra
ted with
Azz =
1
pbz
1
ptz
N ↑↑ −N ↑↓
N ↑↑ +N ↑↓
(15)
where N ↑↑ and N ↑↓ are the number of events for spin parallel and antiparallel.
Using the 
al
ulated polarizations for pbeamz and p
target
z the resulting values for
Azz are listed in table 4
Angle (Θcm) Azz ±∆
22.80
◦
0.1753 0.0069
28.60
◦
0.1557 0.0063
34.20
◦
0.1341 0.0050
39.90
◦
0.1262 0.0047
45.80
◦
0.0832 0.0042
51.60
◦
0.0547 0.0058
57.30
◦
0.0287 0.0063
Table 4: Experimental results for Azz
The errors in
lude the statisti
al errors and the following systemati
 errors:
Variable sour
e ∆ (%)
proton beam polarization pb~p measurement 0.1
target polarization ptz measurement 3.5
p - n spin transfer 
oe
ient K other experiment 1.2
Table 5: Average errors for the dierent fa
tors
These are the 
al
ulated error from the polarization measurement with the
12
C
polarimeter, target polarization given by the temperature un
ertainty at∼100mK
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as mentioned in the a
tive target se
tion on p.12 and the error for the proton 
neutron spin transfer 
oe
ient K
y
y as des
ribed in [2℄. The errors for the inner
angles (34.2
◦
, 39.9
◦
, 45.8
◦
CM) are smaller than for the outer ones, as these angles

orrespond to the overlap area of the dierent runs and therefore had mu
h higher
statisti
s. Figure 21 shows the results of the present experiment together with the
results by Zihlmann[1℄ and the PSA by Henne
k[20℄. The errors are remarkably
small 
ompared to the previous experiment. They also tend to lie below the line
derived via the PSA.
Figure 24: Resulting values of Azz
6 Dis
ussion
As shown in gure 24, the resulting data are in good agreement with the PSA for
ǫ1. In this pi
ture are also in
luded some 
urves for Azz with values for ǫ1 ± 0.2
◦
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and ǫ1 ± 0.4
◦
. The data points lie within the variation of ±0.4◦ with a slight
tenden
y towards a greater value (lower lines).
Compared to all former experiments (see gure 2), the experimental values of
the present experiment are able to dene the value of Azz and the ǫ1 dependent
variation to a higher pre
ision.
7 Con
lusion
The goal of this experiment is to measure Azz with very high a

ura
y in an
angular range where the inuen
e of the
1
P1 phase is negligible. This also gives
the possibility to improve other experimental values depending on Azz, like the
ones of Azx measured in [4℄. With these pre
ise values it should be possible to
improve the errors on Azx. It should also be possible to perform a new PSA to
extra
t ǫ1 with a higher a

ura
y. All together it should be possible to extend
signi
antly the knowledge on the tensor for
e of the NN-intera
tion in the low
energy regime.
This experiment also involved parti
ipation in the development of a polarizable
plasti
 s
intillator and proved the usability of su
h an a
tive target to suppress
ba
kground, thus extending pre
ise data to angles that were unrea
hable before.
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A Spin
1/2 on spin
1/2 s
attering
This appendix gives a brief overview on the underlying quantum me
hani
al
formalism. A more detailed dis
ussion 
an be found in [13℄ and [14℄.
A spin
1/2 parti
le 
an be des
ribed by a Pauli spinor like
Φ =
(
a
b
)
(16)
The expe
tation value of an hermitian operator des
ribing an observable 
an be
written as
〈Ω〉 = Φ∗ΩΦ = (a∗, b∗)

 Ω11 Ω12
Ω21 Ω22


(
a
b
)
(17)
= |a|2Ω11 + |b|
2Ω22 + 2Re(Ω12ab
∗) (18)
The equation (18) 
an also be interpreted as the tra
e of a matrix operation and
we 
an express it as follows
〈Ω〉 = Tr(ρΩ) (19)
with ρ =

 |a|
2 ab∗
a∗b |b|2

 (20)
where ρ is 
alled density matrix and represents the ensemble of all parti
les in
the beam. The ee
t of a s
attering pro
ess of a single spin
1/2 parti
le 
an be
written as a linear fun
tion of nal and initial state
χf =Mχi (21)
where M is a 2×2 matrix whith 
oe
ients that are fun
tions of energy and angle.
When swit
hing to more than a single parti
le, the s
attering of a beam 
an be
des
ribed by the density matrix of the ensemble. The relation between the initial
and nal state density matrix 
an be written as
ρf =MρiM
⋆ =
1
2
MM⋆ +
1
2
∑
j=x,y,z
pjMσjM
⋆
(22)
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while using the density matrix of the initial state
ρi =
1
2

1 + ∑
j=x,y,z
pjσj


(23)
with σj , the Pauli spin matri
es and pj the polarization of the in
oming parti
le.
The dierential 
ross se
tion is
dσ
dΩ
= Tr (ρf ) = Tr (MρiM
⋆) (24)
with the polarization of the parti
les des
ribed by the expe
tation values of the
Pauli spin matrix
px,y,z = 〈σx,y,z〉 =
Tr (ρfσx,y,z)
Tr (ρf )
(25)
Using the density matrix of the initial state (23) and equation (22)
dσ
dΩ
= Tr (ρf) =
1
2
Tr(MM⋆)︸ ︷︷ ︸
dσ0
dΩ
+
1
2
∑
j=x,y,z
pjTr(MσjM
⋆) (26)
and inserting
Ax,y,z(θ) =
Tr(MσjM
⋆)
Tr(MM⋆)
(27)
where Ax,y,z(θ) is the analyzing power of the s
attering pro
ess and
dσ0
dΩ
the un-
polarized dierential 
ross se
tion. one gets
dσ
dΩ
=
dσ0
dΩ

1 + ∑
j=x,y,z
pjAx,y,z(θ)

 . (28)
When repla
ing Tr(ρf) with relation (25) and Tr(MM
⋆) with dσ0
dΩ
one ends up
with
px,y,z ·
dσ
dΩ
=
dσ0
dΩ

Px,y,z(θ) + ∑
j=x,y,z
pjK
x,y,z
j (θ)


(29)
where Px,y,z is the overall polarization of the in
oming beam and K
in
out is the spin
transfer 
oe
ient as fun
tion of the s
attering angle θ.
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B Polarizations
In this se
tion we give the tables with the orientations and the values of the beam
and target polarizations for the dierent data sets.
For the orientation:  means against ight dire
tion of the beam, + means in
ight dire
tion. The solenoid does not turn the spin into the ight dire
tion (z
dire
tion) (see gure 7) but orthogonal (y dire
tion). But be
ause the value of
the solenoid (or the dire
tion for the rotation) de
ides to whi
h dire
tion the spin
will be turned by the dipole magnet behind the neutron produ
tion target, the
value of the solenoid 
an be seen as the sele
tion for the beam polarization.
For the determination of the dire
tion of the beam polarization, also in
luding
the dipole magnet, see [4℄. The target orientation is given by the magneti
 eld
while polarizing and noted in the run book from the target operator of the PSI
group.
Experiment dataset Target eld Solenoid Run numbers
Run Number orientation orientation (see run book)
August 98 Set 01   356401
Set 02  + 402472
Set 03   473631
November 98 Set 04 + + 700711
Set 05 +  716800
Set 06 + + 801810
Set 07  + 824869
Mar
h 99 Set 08   163238
Set 09   239325

ontinued on next page
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ontinued from previous page
Experiment dataset Target eld Solenoid Run numbers
Run Number orientation orientation (see run book)
Set 10  + 326405
Set 11 +  411499
Set 12 + + 500565
Set 13 +  567583
Table 6: Beam and target polarization dire
tions for the dierent experimental
runs
Given in the table are the average polarization values used for the analysis. The
values do not 
hange during a run and not signi
antly during a data set. Never-
theless these values are weighted with the number of events of a single run versus
the sum of a run set. The numbers are absolute values and do not ree
t the

hange of the polarization orientation as shown above, be
ause this does not in-
uen
e the nal 
al
ulation of Azz and therefore I did not list the signs as shown
in table 6.
Exp.Run dataset tgt Pol. ±∆ (%) ~n Pol. ±∆ (%)
August 98 Set 01 55.5±0.072 29.7±0.033
Set 02 55.5±0.072 30.1±0.033
Set 03 61.5±0.072 30.1±0.033
November 98 Set 04 60.5±0.072 32.6±0.033
Set 05 65.5±0.072 32.5±0.032
Set 06 65.5±0.072 32.8±0.033
Set 07 62.5±0.072 32.5±0.033
Mar
h 99 Set 08 53.7±0.073 32.2±0.033

ontinued on next page
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Exp.Run dataset tgt Pol. ±∆ (%) ~n Pol. ±∆ (%)
Set 09 58.5±0.072 33.0±0.033
Set 10 58.5±0.072 32.7±0.034
Set 11 55.5±0.072 33.2±0.034
Set 12 61.5±0.072 33.2±0.034
Set 13 62.5±0.072 34.3±0.035
Table 7: Average target and beam polarizations for the dierent experimental
run sets
The values for the neutron polarization are average values 
al
ulated from the
proton polarization. They are also without signs, be
ause the polarization of
the proton beam is swit
hed every 3 se
onds at the ion sour
e and therefore it
represents an average value of both polarization values. In this way the sign of
the solenoid value shows the orientation of the spin (or the register in the hbook
array of the data le).
C BACKGROUND CORRECTIONS f
C Ba
kground 
orre
tions
As des
ribed in se
tion 4.6 the asymmetry of the 
ounts (equation (14)) is mul-
tiplied with the ratio of ba
kground-
orre
ted to ba
kground-non
orre
ted rates
These 
orre
tions are treated in the same way as the real signal. This means
the same area from the peak as for the asymmetry 
al
ulation is sele
ted for the

al
ulations. One would expe
t that, be
ause of the identi
al setup, they should
be the same for the whole experiment. But be
ause of the dierent ele
troni
s and

alibrations in ea
h experimental run they vary in fa
t. Within an experimental
run the dierent data sets agree.
It is 
onspi
uous that in the November run the ba
kground 
orre
tions are larger
and in Mar
h signi
ant lower. As the raw spe
tra look the same this seems to
be a statisti
al ee
t, be
ause ea
h single data set in November (and August) is
smaller in events and Megabytes 
ompared to Mar
h.
Experiment dataset S
attering Angles
Run Number 1 2 3 4 5
August 98 Set 01 1.16 1.26 1.18 1.18 1.35
Set 02 1.19 1.26 1.20 1.27 1.33
Set 03 1.20 1.26 1.21 1.31 1.35
November 98 Set 04 1.24 1.27 1.18 1.34 1.33
Set 05 1.25 1.35 1.24 1.47 1.47
Set 06 1.26 1.36 1.27 1.47 1.46
Set 07 1.24 1.29 1.20 1.41 1.36
Mar
h 99 Set 08 1.18 1.10 1.07 1.14 1.10
Set 09 1.17 1.10 1.07 1.13 1.09

ontinued on next page
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Experiment dataset S
attering Angles
Run Number 1 2 3 4 5
Set 10 1.17 1.10 1.07 1.14 1.10
Set 11 1.18 1.10 1.06 1.14 1.09
Set 12 1.17 1.09 1.06 1.13 1.08
Set 13 1.17 1.09 1.06 1.12 1.08
Table 8: Ba
kground 
orre
tions for the individual run sets and angles
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